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Chairman Ramblings- By Rick Smiley
Hello everyone from semi
quarantine day 66. Hope
this finds everyone doing
well.
I am happy to announce
that we have received a
check for $500.00 from
NCRS to match our 2019
contribution to the
American Cancer Society.
June will be our third
month holding our meetings
via video link. I was
thinking how nice it would
be if we could set up
something when we go back
to normal so that our
distant members could call
in and enjoy our meetings
as much as we do? I am
addressing Dale and John
our IP guys; could this be
done without much
trouble??
I want to take a moment to
thank Dave Brigham for
allowing the chapters to
continue with our judging
schools. What a great
Midway USA Tune Up

opportunity to join judging
schools from other regions
that would otherwise be
inaccessible. I have yet to
v-conf. a class that our
chapter has already done.
What a great opportunity!
Dave Houlihan, our
ingenuous judging chairman
has a v-conf. school
scheduled for June 20th.
You need to register on line
to find out what it is on!
Just a little FYI; I am sure
you have heard that the
2020 Corvette has ceased
production with only about
20,000 making it one of the
lowest production runs
ever. Being the inquisitive
person that I am I decided
to go on line and see how
much the 2020 was valued
at? I found a few USED.
One example had just 400
miles. Any guess what the
prices were? $110,000.00
to $119,000.00. The dealer
listed the options. This

does not take a rocket
scientist to figure out that
this is somewhere in the
neighborhood of a $40,000
dollar markup on a used
2020 Corvette! This is
CRAZY but we have seen this
before.
Have a question for
everyone. How many of you
have had the opportunity to
tinker with your Corvette
during the lockdown? How
about writing a story on what
you have or have not done to
your car. It would be very
interesting to hear what
other projects you were
doing instead of working on
your ole car.
Hope to thsee everyone on
June 13 on our virtual
meeting. Till then, please
stay safe.
Chairman of the
Board
Rick Smiley

NCRS Events Calendar

Midway USA Chapter
All Corvette Show
scheduled for June 6,
2020,
is cancelled.
Did you Know?
Did you like the “REDS” knowledge Did You Know last
month? I sure hope so. This month we are going to Deal
with “Blues” since we all may be having a large case of
them.
How well do you know your “Blues”?
All questions pertain to production years 1953-2018.
The color had to contain the word “blue”.
1. What production year had the most “blue” colors?
2. What production year had the 2nd most “blue”
colors?
3. How many different colors contained the word
“blue”?
4. What are the top 3 “blue” colors that were available
in the most production years and how many years
were each of them available?
5. How many “blue” colors were 1 year only?
Name them.

Did You
Know?
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(see page 3 for answers)

(National & Local)
NCRS web site http://www.ncrs.org
then click on the Events link.

Or click the underline link for registration
then enter your NCRS Forum credentials
then click the event to register

2020
 Jun 13
 Jun 20
 Jul 11
 Jul 19-23
 Aug 8
 Sep 12
 Oct 10
 Oct 16-17

Virtual Chapter Meeting
Midway USA Virtual Judging School
Chapter Meeting
National Convention Cancelled
Chapter Meeting
Chapter Meeting
Chapter Meeting (OctoberFest?)
Nebraska Chapter Last Blast Judging
Event
 Oct 22-24 Texas Regional (Frisco, TX)
 Nov 14
Chapter Meeting
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Judging Chairman June 2020 – Dave Houlihan
Please read our new hold harmless statement on page 4. NCRS Board has directed this new
language for all events.
I have asked the NCRS Board about Chapter Monthly Meetings. Monthly meetings ARE considered
an "event" for the purpose of this language. NCRS Board will revisit continuing need for this
language after Corona Virus has been resolved.
Chapters are currently prohibited by NCRS Board from having events until early August. I read,
our revised language, as requiring this new "hold harmless" agreement for any event occurring
after large gathering restrictions are lifted, but before Covid-19 pandemic is declared "resolved".
I'd appreciate feedback on holding chapter meetings or judging events (requiring signing hold
harmless agreement) until the Board gives the "all clear".
In the mean time - Webex Video Judging School (Corvette Window Glass) to be held on June 20 register on-line at:
https://www.forums.ncrs.org/register/event-subscription.php
Stay safe
Dave Houlihan
(Answer Did you Know? From Page 2)
How well do you know your “blue”?
All questions pertain to production years 1953-2018.
The color had to contain the word “blue”.
1. What production year had the most “blue” colors? 1981 and 1982 each had 4 colors containing
the word “blue”.
2. What production year had the 2nd most “blue” colors? Technically since there was a tie for
the year with the most “blue” colors, the answer would also be 1981 and 1982. However,
there were 6 years with 3 colors containing the word “blue”; 1966, 1967, 1973, 1984, 1985,
and 2016.
3. How many different colors contained the word “blue”? Forty-seven
4. What are the top 3 “blue” colors that were available in the most production years and how
many years were each of them available? Lemans Blue—7 years, Medium Blue Metallic—6
years, and Admiral Blue—5 years.
5. How many “blue” colors were 1 year only? 21
Name them. Admiral Blue Metallic, Blue-green, Bright Blue Metallic, Bryar Blue, Carlisle
Blue, Corvette Med Blue, Elkhart Blue, Frost Blue, Horizon Blue, International Blue, Jewel
Blue, Laguna Blue, Lyndale Blue, Marina Blue, Medium Blue, Navy Blue Metallic, Silver Blue/
Dark Blue, Silver/Dark Blue, Steel Blue, Sterling Blue, and Trophy Blue.
Midway USA Tune Up
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NCRS Hold Harmless Language 2020

NCRS Hold Harmless Language 2020
I AGREE to insure my vehicle and property against loss, damage and liability and to
provide proof of such insurance to NCRS at time of registration.
I AGREE to assume the risk of any and all damages or injury and to indemnify and hold
harmless NCRS, it’s officers, directors, agents, employees, Chapters and event workers
for any acts or omissions that may result in the theft, damage or destruction of my
property or injury to me or others occurring during, or as a consequence of this event,
wherever located.
I AGREE to abide by the NCRS Policy on Drugs and Alcohol. The use of illegal drugs is
prohibited by anyone attending an NCRS event. The use of alcohol is prohibited by
anyone participating in an NCRS event (includes while on the judging field, participating
in driving tests and/or road tours), except during social events.
I REPRESENT that I have not been diagnosed with, or presented symptoms (such as
fever, head- and/or stomachaches, coughing, difficulty breathing, etc.) consistent with
COVID-19 within the immediately preceding 14 days of my signing this waiver and
release.
I ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE that I understand and will comply with CDC guidelines
related to COVID-19 while attending this event, including social distancing, washing
hands and wearing masks. I further acknowledge and assume the risk of potential
exposure and contraction of COVID-19, and that NCRS has no way of testing participants
for COVD-19, and, therefore, no way of guaranteeing that I will not be exposed to or
contract COVID-19 or some other illness at this event.
In consideration of being allowed to attend this event, I AGREE that, in the event of any
illness to me that may relate to, arise out of, or in any way concern my attendance
and/or participation at this event, NCRS and its employees and agents are RELEASED
from any and all liability whatsoever that may arise from any illness occurring and from
any responsibility and/or liability for my acts or conduct. Further, I WILL HOLD
HARMLESS AND WILL UNCONDITIONALLY INDEMNIFY NCRS AND ITS AGENTS
AND EMPLOYEES AGAINST ALL CLAIMS, CAUSES OF ACTION, AND DAMAGES
FOR WHICH NCRS MAY BECOME LIABLE BY REASON OF SUCH ILLNESS,
WHETHER BROUGHT BY ME OR AGAINST ME OR BY ANY PERSON HAVING A
LEGAL INTEREST IN THE PROPERTY OR PERSON OF ME. I understand that this
Midway USA Tune Up
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1968 Corvette Fan Shroud Survey — Brad Hillhouse
I have been doing research to update the 1968-9
TIMJG regarding fan shroud usage on 1968 Corvettes
with RPO code C60 Air Conditioning. My theory is
that there were up to 4 possible different fan
shrouds used during 1968 production, but I need
more data of known cars to validate my theory. If
you own a 1968 Corvette or know someone that
does, would you please contact me to help add to
my data. Questions I will ask are last 5 of vin, Trim
Tag date code, engine size, transmission, radiator
type, and steel, fiberglass or fiber reinforced plastic
fan shroud and possibly a photo depending on the
answers to those questions.
If your 1968 is not a factory AC car, I would still be
interested in having that information although it will
not be used in the AC fan shroud survey. It will help
document when the switch over happened from
steel to fiberglass on non AC cars. Any information
about any 1968 Corvette is greatly appreciated.
Photos and information to BradHillhouse@yahoo.com
Thank you!
Brad Hillhouse
Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse
Another very common problem with 68-72 Corvettes is the wiper door trim. These were held on
from the factory with 5 little metal clips that over the years have been broken, removed or
dropped down into the vent hole of death where the fresh air comes into the car under the A
Pillars.
This car had 2 of the 5 missing and one of them not connected. So at speed, this was flopping
around. The solution is to remove it and repair/replace so that there 5 clips securing it properly.
Follow along as I do a minor restoration and reinstall it as it left the factory. Each photo has a
description.

Here we have the passenger side. 2
clips are missing here. Probably lost
during the repaint.

Midway USA Tune Up
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Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse (continued)

We start by removing the screws
holding the end of the trim to the
wiper door. Early cars may not have
these screws. IT MUST BE A SPECIAL
flat screw or you will have door
opening problems. But more on that
later.

You can see the outer clip was
gone, and the next one was not
connected. The other missing one
was the far outside driver side. I’m
guessing the body shop lost two of
them and decided the screws would
hold the outside edges and put the
remaining clips in the middle.

I should have used yellow tape to
show it better than blue tape on a
blue car. But the trim moulding
needs to be slid forward to remove
it from the clips. This can scratch
visible paint so its important to lay
down a couple of strips of tape for
paint protection.

Midway USA Tune Up
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Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse (continued)

The 3 original clips showing blue
paint from the respray. Originals
would not have body color.

The clips have 2 teeth on the back
side that engage in rectangular
holes in the wiper door. I’m using a
radiator hose hook to spread the
clip slightly so that it will open up
enough to disengage from the door
without damaging the paint surface.
It won’t be seen, but you still need
to be nice!

Here is a clip wire-brushed and
sandblasted. I am always in awe of
the markings stamped onto original
parts. How much money did the clip
manufacturer spend putting their
tiny WF stamp on 150,000 moulding
clips per year??

Midway USA Tune Up
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Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse (continued)

Little bit of green acid etching
primer to prevent future rust.

And now a bit of semi-flat black
paint. Original would have been
left in green primer or black phosphate. I can’t remember without
looking it up. Either way, black
looks better because you can see
the back of them from the driver’s
seat. Blackout is best.

Fresh clip ready to be installed.
THIS IS UPSIDE DOWN and only
shows how the two teeth engage
the wiper door. If you install it this
way, it will never hold the trim
piece in place. ALSO notice the
small gripper teeth. These are what
grabs into the underside of the
stainless steel trim piece and keeps
it firmly in place.
Midway USA Tune Up
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Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse (continued)

5 clips all installed and ready for
the trim moulding.

That’s exactly what you want to see
and the trim moulding is ready to
start sliding back and engaging the
shark teeth of the clips.

It can be a trick to get all 5 clips to
open enough to allow the trim to
slide under them without having
them slide back off of the wiper
door. Slow and steady wins the
race. Work both sides back and
forth pushing the moulding under
the clips and putting pressure on
the back side of the clip so it
doesn’t fall off and down into the
vent. You will never see it again.
Midway USA Tune Up
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Tech Session - 1968-72 Wiper Door Trim — Brad Hillhouse (continued)

This is a tiny brass hammer to fully
tap the clips forward and bottom
them out against the edge of the
wiper door. CAREFUL, that’s glass
under the pink fender cover. Double
it up for extra protection. You
won’t be able to push the clip by
hand or get a pair of pliers on it.
Tapping with a hammer is the way I
always do them.

Looking great! Now start checking
the alignment of the screw holes in
the end of the wiper trim against
the holes in the wiper door. You
may need to use an ice pick to get
them right in the correct location.
At this point, the trim should be
very tight and not moving on the
door if you have all 5 clips engaged
correctly.

Swap-N-Shop—Wanted

WANTED: Engine, transmission and/or differential to rebuild for your restoration or rejuvenation
project. Machinist has the credentials, both in the Corvette racing world and in mechanical repair
work. He has worked closely with General Motors in engine improvements in the past and now has
time for you! Located in Arkansas City, Kansas, Cliff Gottlob can be reached at 620-506-7358.
Check him out on Google.
Submitted by J. Coote for Cliff.
Midway USA Tune Up
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Swap-N-Shop For Sale

Swap-N-Shop For Sale (Continued)

FOR SALE:

Like NEW C6 Grand Sport Factory Rims
Front (18x9.5) & Back (19x12) $800 firm
Dave Funston
(316) 655-1666

Gas Tank Anti-Squeak Pads for C2/C3 - Thick
like factory originals, 2 inches wide Pair $25.00
delivered. Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
1968 Only Wheel (1) K18 5 13 AG—$150,
(4)K17 12 20 AG—$600 set,
and (4) AG stamp only—$550 set.
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 5 1963/64 Wheels - $1,800 set
Call Dallas Keller (316) 200-4125
Set of 4 NOS Valve Stem Extensions for ‘68-’73
PO1 and PO2 Hubcaps $175 per set (shipped to
lower 48 states ) Call Dallas Keller
(316) 200-4125
1 Gallon of DuPont Lucite Acrylic Lacquer
Paint. DuPont Code 2930L
1959 Corvette Crown Sapphire Turquoise
1 full gallon - Mixed on 10/07/1982
$250.00
Kent - (316) 393-2192

4 Stanchions
$125.00 Firm
Dave Dennis
(316) 650-0152

Trailing Arms from 1974 Vette. Replaced with
new as these need to be re-bushed. Owner
didn't mind spending the bucks for total
replacement. $300 each.
Contact Jim Coote for info (316) 789-0005

Diamond C 20FT Car Trailer for Sale
Manufactured by Roadclipper Enterprises in 2011
This rarely used 20 Foot car/truck trailer is in great
condition. It's recently been stored inside a barn so
it's a bit dusty if you look closely at the included
pictures. GVWR is 7000LB and Empty Weight is
2475 LB. Priced to move at $3,700
Karin Geis (316) 371-3523 Mobil |
Karin.Geis@sbcglobal.net
Please forward to interested parties.

Midway USA Tune Up
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Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

The May 2020 monthly meeting was held on the 9th, and “virtually” called to order at 10:05
A.M. by our chapter Chairman, Rick Smiley. There were 21 in attendance at our second virtual
club meeting. Some, primarily of the female persuasion, were not often visible on the screen.
Their voices were sometimes heard when their confined partner would holler at them needing
their confirmation on a subject.
Old Business:
Rick opened the meeting by almost welcoming everybody to our second try at this. He
did acknowledge the fact that this venue enabled people located afar, like Michael
Harrington in Florida, to be a regular attendee. Others outside of the Wichita area,
like Brad Hillhouse, Gary Neimanis, Gene Holtz and John Hecker were able to join us
this morning.
Rick then almost immediately shifted to asking about the financial report. Dallas Keller,
our treasured treasurer said that there had been no activity or change in what the
bank showed in our account. I assume what the check book showed, $3,294.98, was in
agreement with the bank’s records. And of course there is another $100.00 in savings!
Rick quickly piped up that he had a $500.00 check from some organization that NONE
of us ever heard of before. With a little help from Dallas, Rick was able to figure out
that the check probably came from the National Corvette Restorers Society as their
matching funds for our last year’s Charity Car Show. He added, there will be no check
next year due to the virus cancelling our annual car show next month.
Again this month, Dale Green made it possible for us to meet in a different way than
we’re accustomed to. Rick thanked him for setting us up again and for helping some
of us navigate this techy stuff that we are not very familiar with.
Kerri Keller, wife of our treasurer and Newsletter Editor, was asked if she had any words
of wisdom for us. Guess what? They were the same words every time she has permission to speak up, or similar to the words she utters when she doesn’t get permission.
She needs help with the newsletter. She’s a great editor, but she needs more to edit!
It’s a familiar refrain as we use to hear the same words from our first Chairman, Kurt
Geis. The board doesn’t want to be the only ones contributing to the newsletters.
We’d like to hear from some of you. What have you been doing? What have you
learned in the process? How far along are you with it? What do you need help
with????????????????????
New Business:
Cliff Gottlob, a renowned mechanic and racer in some circles, has contacted the club
again wanting to offer his help in overhauling engines, transmissions and differentials.
His shop is located in Arkansas City, just 60 miles SE of Wichita. Those directions are
for those who don’t get out and about! Cliff addressed our club back in January of
2014 and kinda spellbound most of us by all of his accomplishments. In the next newsletter there will be contact information. In the meantime, if you have questions,
please contact me. A friend of mine who knows him well says that he is very good on
working on the “old stuff”. Guess our hobby could be classified as “old stuff”. But it’s
“good old stuff”!
Our Judging Chairman, Dave Houlihan, gave us a brief preview on the next Judging Session
which will be held virtually on “Webex”. Suspect that is something similar to Zoom,
but now we have to show our ignorance, or techy skills, and learn a new system. The
session, which is open to anyone, Midway USA club member or not, is on the NCRS web
-site as you have to sign up or you can’t get that point you need for learning all that
Dave has to reveal about Mid-Year Trim Tags. The session will be Saturday, May 16,
starting at 11:00 AM and ending somewhere around 12:30. That’s PM Phil!
I’m anxious to hear what Dave has to reveal to us as he was insistent that from all of his

Meeting Minutes - Midway USA Chapter of NCRS, Inc.
Minutes Prepared By Jim Coote, Secretary

hat points that he has collected over the years, there are no secrets about this topic.
What does that mean? And, will he reveal some secrets that he has researched that
apparently no one else has come across? Please join the rest of us, which could be as
many as 85 joining this session. Already 50 have signed up. Do they all know Dave
and his capability? Or, are they just trying to get a latter model hat? It’ll be good, I
guarantee it!
The topic was changed to all of our upcoming events, or lack-of now due to our current
almost lock-down situation. Dave heard from a Mike in Kansas City about judging his
vehicle and a Mr. David Funston has a Concourse Case he hopes will be ready when we
all are. It won’t be before August Dave so you have time to do a complete restoration. Let us know if you need any help, as soon as we get off quarantine!
Believe it or not, Brad Hillhouse, an escapee from Nebraska, wanted to discuss their upcoming Judging Meet. Coming up 5 months from now that is. So that you don’t have
to count on your fingers like I just did, that’s October. This is the one being held in a
hanger owned by one of their club members which Brad told us about last month.
They are also planning on getting us a tour of the somewhat infamous “Speedway Museum”, or sometimes called, “Museum of American Speed”. I would highly recommend that you try to attend their event as I have been to one of Brad’s Judging
Schools and have been through the museum and both are worth the effort to attend.
Dale asked us all to stick around since some were getting anxious to leave claiming something important to do so that he could take our picture again, I guess for the record.
What’s he do with his gallery of pictures? I saw some of them in last month’s newsletter, but is that really necessary? Can’t he wait until the barbershops open, or at least
the bars?
Mike Rowley said that he learned from Jerry McKenzie that the new C-8’s were going up
and 2020’s were going to be really rare due to the limited production caused by the
Covid-19 virus. How many of you does that affect? Certainly not me. I’ve already got
my new Vette!
Rick asked John Hecker who joined in from K.C. what was going on in his town and got no
answer. That did it for all of us and so the meeting was adjourned at 10:55

With all the event cancellations, maybe some of you can write some
technical articles for the newsletters for the next couple of months.
If I don’t get any articles, then you may not get a newsletter.
STAY HOME and STAY SAFE

NCRS Nebraska "LAST BLAST 2020"
Two Day “Super Chapter” 5 Point Weekend
Flight Judging & Schools – Lincoln, Nebraska
Friday - Saturday, October 16-17, 2020
The NCRS Nebraska Chapter invites you to attend our 2nd annual “LAST BLAST” Judging & Schools event. Flight,
Concours, Sportsman & Bowtie/MOE display Corvettes are welcome with special reserved parking area for all
Corvettes driven to the event. New Larger All Indoor Location this year: LNK Commonwealth Aircraft Hangar
We are presenting 3 national quality NCRS Judging Schools & Tech Sessions presented by 400+ Master Judges.
NCRS Members that Judge on Friday & Saturday and attend the judging schools can earn 5 Judging points.
Included with Registration: NCRS Private tour of the Speedway Motors / Museum of American Speed
135K sq ft World Class Automobile Museum: Race Cars, Experimental engines, Pedal Cars, Automobilia & more
Preregistration is required via the NCRS National online registration "Coming Events" tab
or mail this paper registration to Brad Hillhouse, 8040 S. 37th Street, Lincoln, NE 68516-7710.
More Information can be found on our website: www.NCRSNeb.com “LAST BLAST 2020 JUDING” tab
There is a $65 single/family registration fee for the 2 day Judging event, Judging schools & Meals.
THIS INCLUDES: NCRS Private Speedway Museum Tour, Judging Schools, Catered Meals: Friday Lunch, Friday
night Social Hour & Dinner on the judging floor, Saturday lunch. A second meals charge of $30pp for Couples.
Payment of $65 or $95 can be made payable to NCRS Nebraska Chapter or PayPal: NCRSNebraska@gmail.com
Name(s)______________________________________________________ NCRS # ____________________
Address_____________________________________________ City ____________State _____ Zip________
Email______________________________________________________ Phone # ______________________
(circle): I will Judge: Yes / No Observer Judge Yes / No Year & Judging Section Preference____________
(check one) Flight Judging $65 ______ Concours $65 _____ Sportsman $25 _____ Bowtie/MOE $0 ______
Year_____ Complete VIN___________________________ CID______ HP_______ CPE/CONV_______
Trim Tag Data: PAINT CODE________ TRIM CODE________BUILD DATE________ BODY #__________
Insurance Company & Number_________________________________________ Exp. Date ________
A special NCRS group rate hotel discount has been arranged for people traveling from out of town:
Fairfield Inn & Suite Lincoln Airport 402-413-9003 Holiday Inn Express & Suite Lincoln Airport 402-464-0588
(both off I-80 Exit #399) Ask for NCRS rate $88 + tax. Both properties are 3 minutes from Judging Meet.
Brad Hillhouse, Nebraska Judging Chairman. BradHillhouse@yahoo.com 402-730-6898
NCRS Nebraska reserves the right to limit judged Corvettes depending on available Judges
NCRS Nebraska reserves the right to cancel & refund should COVID19 make the event unsafe
HOLD HARMLESS AGREEMENT I agree to insure my vehicle and property for loss, damage & liability and to provide proof of such insurance to NCRS at time of registration. I agree to assume the risk of an and all damage or injury and to indemnify and hold harmless NCRS, its officers, directors, agents, employees and chapters for any
action of acts of omission which may result in the theft, damage or destruction to my property or injury to me or others offering during or as a consequence of this
event, wherever located.

Midway USA Calendar of Events - 2020

2020
Jun 6

CANCELLED Chapter Meeting and Annual Midway USA Charity
Car Show

Jun 11-13

CANCELLED North Central Regional in Rochester, Minnesota

Jun 13

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Jun 20

Virtual Midway USA Judging School

Jun 25

CANCELLED Attitude Adjustment

Jul 11

Virtual Chapter Meeting

Jul 19-23

CANCELLED National Convention in French Lick, Indiana

Aug 8

Chapter Meeting

Aug 20-22

CANCELLED Northwest Regional in Redmond, OR

Aug 27

Attitude Adjustment

Sep 12

Chapter Meeting

Sep 24

Attitude Adjustment

Oct 10

Chapter Meeting (OctoberFest?)

Oct 22-24

Texas Regional in Frisco, TX

Nov 14

Chapter Meeting

Midway USA Tune Up
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Date ___________

NCRS Member # _______

National Corvette Restorers Society

Midway USA Chapter of NCRS
http://www.midwayusancrs.org

Membership Application
Member ______________________________________________________________________
Address _________________________________

City: _______________________________

State ___________ Zip: __________ - ______ Email: _________________________________
Home Phone ________________ Mobile _______________
List of Corvettes:
Year

Color

Style

Additional Comments for Corvette

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

_____

_______________

_______

_________________________________________

Restoration Experience (if any) _____________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS in Wichita, KS
promotes the enjoyment, preservation and restoration of Chevrolet Corvettes.
We meet the 2nd Saturday of each month, 9:00 a.m. at Davis-Moore Chevrolet 8200 West Kellogg.
The National Corvette Restorers Society is a non-profit hobby group of thousands of families dedicated
to the restoration, preservation, history and enjoyment of Corvettes. Membership in the National
Organization is required in order to join local chapters. Below is the website for the National Organization.
The NCRS has organized Local Chapters around the world. Local Chapters provide the opportunity to
meet NCRS Members in your region who share your love of Corvettes and the restoration and enjoyment
of these fantastic cars. Chapters hold local events such as Judging Meets, Judging Schools, Road Tours
and occasional social events.
If you wish to get the total NCRS experience you need to belong to one or more Local Chapters. The
NCRS membership is made up of people who join for the cars and continue for the wonderful friends they
have made. The easiest way to be part of that experience is through membership in Local Chapters.
Chapter Membership Dues:
Midway USA Chapter of NCRS ($25.00) __ Check # ____
Cash ______
Nat’l NCRS Membership is Required. Register by Internet http://www.ncrs.org/services/membership
Nat’l NCRS Membership is $50.00
Register by Phone (513) 760-6277
Mail this application and check written to Midway USA Chapter NCRS:
Dallas Keller - Midway USA Treasurer
13502 W. Rolling Hills
Wichita, KS 67235-8230
(316) 200-4125
Midway USA Tune Up
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